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Patellar Tendinopathy Rehabilitation Device Have fun with Serious Games
Konstantinos Katzis, Demetrios Stasinopoulos
Abstract: The term patellar tendinopathy refers to painful overuse tendon without implying pathology. Chronic patellar
tendinopathy is a common clinical condition that is managed by physical therapists and is common among athletes and
non-athletes alike. Eccentric training is a widely used physiotherapy treatment for patients with patellar tendinopathy.
Eccentric training requires that patients are subjected to squats on a 25 degree decline board. This is considered an
effective treatment approach when the patellar tendinopathy is at the inferior pole of the patella; To our knowledge, there
have been no devices in eccentric training. In addition, to date, there have been no data comparing the effectiveness of
eccentric training on a 25-degree decline board with other decline angles. In this paper, we describe how a patellar
tendinopathy rehabilitation device has been designed and implemented to allow physical therapists to perform treatment at
different inclination angles. Along with the patellar tendinopathy device, a simple serious game has also been developed
using off-the-shelf components to allow patients to enjoy their treatment while optimizing their eccentric training.
Furthermore, the methodology that employs the patellar tendinopathy rehabilitation device as well as the serious game
developed for an eccentric treatment is proposed to assess the effectiveness of the eccentric training for various inclination
angles. More specifically a controlled, monocentre trial is proposed to be conducted in a lab setting to assess the
effectiveness of an eccentric training programme for a series of inclination angles (15, 25, 35, 45).
Index Terms— Eccentric Training, Patellar Tendinopathy, Unsupervised Training, Rehabilitation Device, Serious
Games.

I. INTRODUCTION
The term patellar tendinopathy refers to painful overuse tendon without implying pathology; it is ideal for clinical
diagnosis [1]. Chronic patellar tendinopathy is a common clinical condition that is managed by physical therapists
and is common amongst athletes and non-athletes alike. It is most commonly characterized by pain at the inferior
pole of the patella, although pain can also be at the tibial attachment, in the attachment of the tendon to the superior
pole of the patella as well as mid-substance pain has been reported [1]-[3]. Extrinsic factors such as inappropriate
footwear, sport technique, training errors, and intrinsic factors such as muscle weakness and/or inflexibility, and
misalignment are the main factors that lead to patellar tendinopathy [1]-[3]. Functional activities such as squat or
hop can cause pain in this condition [2][3]. However, no ideal treatment has emerged for the management of
patellar tendinopathy other than various techniques employed such as electrotherapeutic (ultrasound, ESWT, laser,
iontophoresis) and non-electrotherapeutic modalities (exercise programs, soft tissue manipulation, and
acupuncture) [4]. As with all sorts of injuries, traumas, and various medical conditions that involve personal
mobility, humans have tried to improve the effectiveness of the rehabilitation process. Current approaches involve
rehabilitation techniques, enhanced with electromechanical mechanisms and integrating entertainment by
employing computer (serious) games. The combination of these three approaches has provided more structured,
methodic, controlled and entertaining rehabilitation [5], [6]. Such multidisciplinary rehabilitation processes have
evolved substantially over the past 15 years. Looking at computer games enhanced rehabilitation, also known as
serious games, this effectively involves the engaging games coupled with functionally-targeted training devices
aiming to increase patient‟s motivation as well as increase accessibility and duration of therapy sessions. Simple
search on the web for related articles indicates that most common uses of serious games one can find involves
recovery from incidents of stroke, traumatic brain injury, and other neuromuscular impairments. This study is
different from the rehabilitation treatments proposed for the aforementioned incidents as it targets people with
injuries as well as healthy people to improve their physical condition through unsupervised home training as well as
challenges the current treatment of the patellar tendinopathy.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the latest trends in treatment and training of people with difficulties in mobility not only
involves the basic treatment and training that the patient has been asked to undergo but it requires the use of
electromechanical aids as well as the integration of the treatment / training in a virtual environment designed to
optimize the system.
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Fig. 1 Rehabilitation using electromechanical aids and Serious Games.

The aim of this paper is twofold. First, it aims to present a device specifically designed to examine the effectiveness
of the treatment for various inclination angles that the patient is subjected to and secondly it aims to enhance the
motivational characteristics of this device when used for unsupervised treatment. To be able to carry out these
experiments, an apparatus was designed and implemented featuring an electromechanical mechanism with varying
inclination angle capabilities while a feedback mechanism was used to translate patient‟s exercise motions into
action in an old favorite video game (Super Mario original game running on a PC emulator [7]). Based on this
apparatus, a treatment procedure has been designed where the patient must repeat a specific number of sets at
different inclination angles, while playing the game.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 2 highlights the problem of patellar tendinopathy. Section 3
presents the first part of the apparatus, the Patellar tendinopathy rehabilitation device, which was designed to
perform the treatment. Section 4 presents the second part of the apparatus, the serious game, which was developed
to motivate the patient as well as improve the unsupervised home training. This includes both hardware and
software components employed. Section 5 presents the proposed methodology that we plan using to evaluate the
effectiveness of the device as well as identify the optimum inclination angle. Finally, Section 5 provides the
conclusions of this study and discusses future directions of research mainly focusing on the implementation of the
methodology.
II. RELATED WORK
Many clinicians advocate a conservative approach and physiotherapy. Many physiotherapy techniques have been
recommended for the treatment/rehabilitation of patellar tendinopathy such as electrotherapeutic (ultrasound,
ESWT, laser, iontophoresis) and non-electrotherapeutic modalities (exercise programs, soft tissue manipulation,
and acupuncture) [6]. All the above-mentioned treatments intend to improve symptoms (pain and function) of
patellar tendinopathy but have totally different mechanisms of action. However, a treatment is effective when it
reverses the pathology of the tendinopathy and does not only improve the symptoms. Nowadays, eccentric training
is the most common physiotherapy treatment for patients with patellar tendinopathy [1]-[3]. Eccentric training
consisting of squats on a 25-degree decline board is an effective treatment approach when the patellar tendinopathy
is at the inferior pole of the patella. To our knowledge, there have been no devices in eccentric training. In addition,
to date, there have been no data comparing the effectiveness of eccentric training on a 25-degree decline board with
other decline angles.
Previous trials have found that a home exercise programme reduced the pain in patellar [5]-[11], lateral elbow [12]
and Achilles [13]-[17] tendinopathy. However, they were performed for about three months in all previous studies.
In contrast, in the recent controlled clinical trial and the studies of Stasinopoulos and colleagues, [18]-[20] a
supervised exercise programme was administered for one month. Thus it seems that the supervised exercise
programme may give good long-term clinical results in a shorter period of time than a home exercise programme.
The most likely explanation for this difference is that a supervised exercise programme achieves a higher degree of
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patient compliance. Studies to compare the effects of these two types of exercise programmes are required to
confirm the findings of the present controlled clinical trial.
Works on serious games such as in [21] showed that actively participating in rehabilitation programmes, increases
the benefits and the effectiveness of the therapy by motivating and supervising the patient. For the field of
rehabilitation, serious games and related virtual technology, can provide significant motivation to patients
suffering from muscular, neuromuscular, and orthopedic impairments. Many examples of applications of virtual
technology in rehabilitation can be found in post-stroke patients [21]-[25].
This study, proposes a multidisciplinary mechanism to examine the effectiveness of a home, unsupervised exercise
programme, using a varying inclination angle mechanism and employing serious games to motivate and supervise
the patient for compliance. Results of this work can be particularly useful when compared to unsupervised home
exercise programme without any means of feedback.
III. APPARATUS – PATELLAR TENDON REHABILITATION DEVICE
The system proposed for the treatment of patellar tendinopathy is consisted of electromechanical components that
change the elevation angle of the platform that the patient is using to carry out a series of squats as part of his/her
eccentric training. The device proposed, illustrated in Fig. 2, uses a hydraulic mechanism to lift the upper part of the
device and vary the inclination angle. This has a direct effect on the peroneus brevis of the patient. The following
fig. illustrates the general system diagram of the patellar tendon rehabilitation device.

Fig. 2 System Design - Patellar Tendon Rehabilitation Device

The physical therapists can increase or decrease the angle in which the patient is subjected to, through a menu that
appears on an LCD screen attached to the device. As illustrated in Fig. 3, angle θ is defined as the elevation angle
and varies from 0 degrees up to 50 degrees. The system can increase / decrease angle θ by 1 degree thus allowing
the physical therapist to set a precise elevation angle, if needed, for the patient.

Fig. 3 Elevation Angle

When the patient is standing on the platform, different joints of the body are subjected to different angle variations
as this is illustrated in Fig. 4. These angles are varying while the patient performs the exercise assigned. During the
exercise, angular motion occurs at different body segments such as the ankles, knees and hips. These particular
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segments rotate about their joint centres that form the axis of rotation. During the movement, the segments
generally undergo both rotation and translation.

Fig. 4 Absolute and Relative Angles w.r.t. elevation angle θ

According to [26], the angle between the longitudinal axes of two adjacent segments is defined as the relative angle
(θankle, θknee, θhip) whereas the absolute angles refer to the angle of inclination of a particular body segment (θfoot,
θshank, θthigh, θtrunk). These angles are depicted in Fig. 4 and their relation can be expressed as follows:

qankle = qshank + q PRD
and according to [26],

(1)

qankle = qshank + (180°- q foot ) (2)

Based on (1) and (2), it can be deduced that:

q PRD =180°- q foot

(3)

When our device is set at θPRD=0° elevation angle, the foot is considered to be flat with respect to the ground (i.e.
θfoot =180°).
Furthremore, the θknee is defined as:

and θhip is defined as:

qknee = qshank + (180° - qthigh ) (4)
qhip = qtrunk + (180° - qthigh ) (5)

Equations (4) and (5) can be used to provide some useful information about the posture of the patient during the
exercise. Nevertheless, these angles are constantly varying during the exercise and this makes them difficult to
calculate using coordinates of individual body landmarks. The only angles that can be considered fixed throughout
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this exercise are θPRD and θfoot (see equation (3)). For the purpose of this research, only θknee is considered as vital
for evaluating our methodology of rehabilitation. To calculate θknee, we considered the following two options that
helped verify our readings.
First option was to measure:
1. The distance (dAH) when the patient is standing, where distance dAH is the distance between the ankle and
the hip while the patient is in the standing or squat position.
2. The distance (dAK) when the patient is standing, where distance dAK is the distance between the ankle and
the knee while the patient is in the standing or squat position.
3. The distance (dKH) when the patient is standing, where distance dKH is the distance between the knee and the
hip while the patient is in the standing or squat position.
The three joints (ankle, knee and hip) form a triangle that can be used to calculate θknee for two positions (standing
and squatting) using (6):

æ d 2AK + d 2KH - d 2AH ö
q knee = a cos ç
÷ (6)
è 2 × d AK × dKH ø
Second option was to use a specially designed mechanism (presented in section IV) that was measuring the angle of
the knee at any time using an electronic device connected to a PC. For our methodology, the second option is
preferred in order to reduce the time required for the patients during orientation time and since it could keep track
of all angles the knee was exposed during the exercise.

Fig. 5 Standing (Left) and immerse (Right) positions when PRD is set at angle θ
Fig. 5 illustrates how angles are changing when our patient is performing the exercise. From this fig. it can be

observed that the greater the θPRD is, the greater the θankle is. In addition, when the subject is sitting, θankle, θknee and
θhip decrease.
IV. APPARATUS - SUPER PHYSIO-MARIO SERIOUS GAME
Recent studies indicate that patients lack of motivation when requested to repeat a series of physiotherapy related
exercises in order to get better [21]-[25] and [27]-[30]. Therefore, when a certain physiotherapy exercise is painful
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or boring the patients will consequently lose their interest when doing it. However with the use of a challenging /
entertaining and sometimes addictive game, the patent‟s motivation is triggered as the exercise stops being just a
repeated exercise but an amusing game. This is what is known as serious games. Serious games are defined as the
(digital) games used for purposes other than mere entertainment applied to a broad spectrum of application areas,
e.g. military, government, educational, corporate, healthcare [27]. These games have the advantage to allow
learners to experience situations that are impossible in the real world for various reasons such as safety, cost, time,
etc. [30]. Employing serious games can have a positive impact on the players‟ development and in our case the
enhancement of the physical condition of the patient (player) in question.
To make the process of physical recovery / exercise more exciting, a simple yet addictive game has been developed
to motivate our subjects.

Fig. 6 Super Physio-Mario Serious Game

The serious game system proposed here (illustrated in Fig. 6) complements the apparatus presented in the previous
section. The patients here have to perform an exercise of lowering their posture while standing straight. The device
is consisted of an off-the-shelf usb-gamepad, an Arduino platform and a sensing mechanism (two plastic tubes
connected together using a variable resistor). The variable resistor is connected to a 5-volt supply voltage and
depending on its position; there is a voltage drop across it. The Arduino has been programmed to monitor the
sensing mechanism (voltage drop) while it is connected on the gamepad, overriding one of its existing buttons. The
mechanism works as follow: the sensing mechanism is attached on the left or right leg of the patient. While the
patient moves up and down, the angle between the two plastic tubes varies. These variations are reflected on the
voltage read at the analog input of the arduino controller. Based on these variations, the “jump” button on the
gamepad controller is triggered.
Initially, the device requires calibration. The calibration mode of the software developed for the arduino platform
is used to select the maximum angle of triggering a certain action in the game (best suited angle selected by the
physiotherapist). The angle is measured using the voltage of the variable resistor, which is read using one of the
analogue inputs of the Arduino. The conversion from volts to degrees is performed based on a series of
measurements obtained to ensure linear relation between the two values.
Fig. 7 compares the readings from the Arduino controller when varying the angle between the two sticks (θknee) with

the voltages calculated based on the ranges of 0-180 degrees and 0-5 volts (5V supply voltage provided from the
Arduino controller). Results indicate that the mechanism is behaving in a linear manner like a variable resistor
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should and it is close to the theoretical values. θknee is not expected to cover the full range of 0-180 degrees but a
small range (between 90-180 degrees).

Fig. 7 Variable Resistor Readings

The system developed is based on off-the-shelf components and it is fairly easy to build. Nevertheless it permits the
use of any game that is currently running on the PC emulator, thus making it flexible and easily adjustable to any
game available. For this work, the classic "Super Mario" was chosen due to its simplicity and the type of movement
required to play the game (jump). The Super Mario game was set to operate on an online emulator running on
Windows 8.1 [7]. With the use of the standard off-the-shelf usb-controller and the arduino mechanism, the patient
can move Mario left or right using the gamepad and when the patient lowers his/her posture - at the selected angle
of trigger and then returns back to the standing position - Mario then jumps. This challenges the patient in
overcoming the pain or boredom by doing his/her best in the game. The serious game system developed counts the
number of squats and informs the patient that the maximum number of iterations (set to 15) per set has been
reached. This is achieved since the arduino keeps track of the number and uses a LCD screen and a buzzer to stop
the patient from doing more repetitions than necessary. It also prevents the user from exceeding the maximum knee
angle (θknee) that the physiotherapist specified and risking any further injuries by sounding a warning through the
buzzer. The serious game developed also ensures that the unsupervised home exercise is performed correctly just
like as if it was supervised, as the user must perform the right movement to trigger for Mario to jump.
V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A controlled, monocentre trial is proposed at this point as part of utilizing the apparatus and the serious game
described in the previous sections. More specifically, the monocentre trial will be conducted in a lab setting to
assess the effectiveness of an eccentric training programme for a series of inclination angles (15, 25, 35, 45). A
parallel group design will be used because crossover designs are limited in situations where patients are cured by
the intervention and do not have the opportunity to receive the other treatments after crossover [31]. Two
investigators will be involved in the study. The first one, Demetrios Stassinopoulos (DS) is the primary investigator
who will administer and evaluate the patients to confirm the patellar tendinopathy diagnosis; and the second
investigator is Konstantinos Katzis (KK), will perform all baseline and follow-up assessments, and gain informed
consent. Investigators involved in the assessment, will be blind to the patients‟ therapy group. The second
investigator will interview each patient to ascertain baseline demographic and clinical characteristics, including
patient name, sex, age, duration of symptoms, previous treatment, occupation, affected leg and dominant leg.
Patients between 18 and 30 years old who will be experiencing anterior knee pain will be examined and evaluated
in our research centre located in European University of Cyprus, Nicosia, Cyprus, between May 2015 and
September 2016. All patients will live in Cyprus and will be either self-referred or referred by their physician or
physiotherapist.
The selection criteria for the study will be [32]-[34]:
• Tenderness with palpation over the inferior pole of the patella;
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No history of trauma to the knee;
Minimum duration of symptoms three months;
Unsuccessful conservative treatment before entering the study, but not in the preceding one month;
No other current knee or lower extremity problems including anterior knee pain, muscle
Strains and hip or ankle injuries;
Positive decline squat test ([20], [32], [33]) This is a clinical diagnostic test.

All patients will receive a written explanation of the trial before entry into the study and then they will give signed
consent to participate. They will be divided into four groups based on the angle set on apparatus (15, 25, 35 and 45
degrees). The allocation will be sequential and alternate, so the first patient will be assigned to the eccentric
training (15 degrees) the second to the eccentric training group (25 degrees), the third one to the eccentric group
(35 degrees) and the fourth one to the eccentric group (45 degrees). All patients will be instructed to use their knee
during the course of the study but to avoid activities that irritated the joint such as jumping, hopping and running.
They will be also told to refrain from taking anti-inflammatory drugs throughout the course of study. Patient
compliance with this request will be monitored using a treatment diary.
During the exercise sessions, communication and interaction (verbal and non-verbal) between the therapist and
patient will be kept to a minimum, and behaviors sometimes used by therapists to facilitate positive treatment
outcomes will be purposefully avoided thus establishing an unsupervised exercise. For example, patients will be
given no indication of the potentially beneficial effects of the treatments or any feedback on their performance in
the pre-application and post-application measurements [35]. Treatments will be repeated on a regular basis as
instructed and they will be completely unsupervised. The only indication of the users performance is their
performance at the Super Physio-Mario Serious Game.
The eccentric training will be the same for all groups. As eccentric exercises, participants will carry out three sets
of 15 repetitions of unilateral squat on the decline board. The squat will be performed at a slow speed and different
time instances at every treatment session since the patients will be playing the very first stages of the Super Mario
game which are particularly slow. The patients will be informed by the Super Physio-Mario Serious Game that all
15 repetitions have been completed. As they will move from the standing to the squat position, the quadriceps
muscle and patellar tendon by inference will be loaded eccentrically; no following concentric loading will be done,
as the non-injured leg will be used to get back to the start position. At the beginning, the load will consist of the
body weight and participants will be standing with all their body weight on the injured leg. Subjects will be told to
go ahead with the exercise even if they experience mild pain. However, they will be told to stop the exercise if the
pain becomes disabling. When the squat is pain-free, the load will be increased for the patients by giving them
weights to hold in their hands. Between each set there will be a two-minute rest. Each training session will be
completed once daily, five times per week, for four weeks and will be individualized on the basis of the patient‟s
description of pain will experience during the procedure [20]. Pain, function, dropout rate will be measured in the
present study. Each patient will be evaluated at baseline (week 0), at the end of treatment (week 4) and at six
months (week 24) after the end of treatment.
The VISA-P questionnaire will be used to monitor the pain and function of patients. The instrument is a simple
questionnaire, consisted of eight questions that take less than five minutes to complete and once patients are
familiar with it they will be able to complete most of it themselves. It is a valid and reliable outcome measure for
patients with patellar tendinopathy [35]. A dropout rate will be also used as an indicator of treatment outcome.
Reasons for patient dropout will be categorized as follows: (1) withdrawal without reason, (2) not returned for
follow-up, and (3) request for an alternative treatment.
The change from baseline will be calculated for each follow-up. Differences in this change will be calculated
between the groups and will be determined using a one-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA). Bonferroni
post-hoc comparisons will be conducted when the results from the one-way ANOVA will be significant to
determine how the groups will differ. A 5% level of probability will be adopted as the level of statistical
significance.
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VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The proposed mechanism described in this paper can be used for the effective treatment of patellar tendinopathy.
The mechanism consists the patellar-tendon rehabilitation device and a serious game developed from off-the-shelf
components. The patellar-tendon rehabilitation device varies the inclination angle that the patient will be required
to stand on it as illustrated in Fig. 4. The Super Physio-Mario Serious Game is then used to motivate the patient to
perform the exercise. The whole mechanism aims to provide unsupervised home training to patients. Along with
the mechanism developed, we also propose a clinical trial in order to compare the existing techniques employed in
physiotherapy. The proposed controlled clinical trial is novel; to date, there have been no similar approaches nor
data comparing the effectiveness of eccentric training on the proposed degrees (15, 25, 35, 45) for the reduction of
pain and improvement of function in patellar tendinopathy in non-athletes between 18 and 30 years old. The load of
eccentric exercises will be increased according to the patients‟ symptoms because the opposite has shown poor
results [36]. Eccentric exercises will be performed at a low speed in every treatment session because this allows
tissue healing [13],[37]. The avoidance of painful activities is crucial for tendon healing, because training during
the treatment period increases patients‟ symptoms and delays tendon healing [38].
Eccentric training appears to reduce the pain and improve function, reversing the pathology of tendinopathy
[39]-[42] as supported by experimental studies on animals [43]. The way that eccentric training achieves the goals
remains uncertain as there is a lack of good quality evidence to confirm that physiological effects translate into
clinically meaningful outcomes and vice versa. Standard eccentric exercises offer adequate rehabilitation for
tendon disorders, but many patients with tendinopathies do not respond to this prescription alone [44]. Eccentric
and static stretching exercises seems to be an effective treatment for tendinopathies [18]-[20]. Eccentric training
with or without static stretching exercises is called an exercise programme. Such an exercise programme is used as
the first treatment option for patients with tendinopathy [45]. There are two types of exercise programme: home
exercise programmes and exercise programmes carried out in a clinical setting. The former is commonly advocated
for patients with tendinopathies, such as patellar tendinopathy, because it can be performed any time during the day
without requiring supervision by a physiotherapist. Our clinical experience, however, has shown that patients fail
to comply with this regimen [45]. This problem can be solved by exercise programmes performed in a clinical
setting under the supervision of a physiotherapist.
For the purposes of this study, „supervised exercise programme‟ will be challenged using a serious game that will
effectively supervise the patient without the physiotherapist interfering with the exercise (just like an unsupervised
exercise). Further to this, we anticipate that the trials will have some shortcomings such as: first, although this
study will not be a randomized controlled trial because a genuine randomization procedure will not be followed,
the use of sequential allocation to allocate patients to treatment groups allow a true cause and effect relation to be
demonstrated. Second, no placebo (sham) or no treatment group will be included in the present trial. The placebo
(sham)/no treatment group is important when the absolute effectiveness of a treatment is determined. However, the
absolute effectiveness of technique-based interventions is difficult to investigate because a good and trustworthy
placebo (sham)/no treatment control for exercise programmes appears to be difficult or impossible to devise, due in
part to difficulties in defining the active element of these treatments. Absolute effectiveness also does not provide
the therapists with information as to which is the most appropriate treatment for the management of a condition, in
this case patellar tendinopathy. Finally, the blinding of patients and therapists would be problematic in that case, if
not impossible, because patients know if they are receiving the exercise programme treatment and therapists need
to be aware of the treatment to administer it appropriately.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Simple mechanisms can be developed using off-the-shelf devices to solve complex everyday problems. Such a
mechanism is our patellar-tendon rehabilitation device along with the Super Physio-Mario Serious Game. Both
parts have been tested and showed that they can perform the proposed clinical trial. This work encapsulates the
essence of a multi-disciplinary project that aims at improving the current patellar-tendon rehabilitation techniques.
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